Grades K-8

K-2
Access Mars
Reading, Science
Space Slime
Math, Science

3-8
Space Slime
Math, Science
Recoloring the Universe
Math, Science

6-8
Space Lander STEM
Math, Science
Access Mars
Reading, Science

#lightupsummerlearning

Access Mars
Reading, Science
Balloon Rockets
Math, Science

Space Slime
Math, Science
Space Slime
Math, Science

Access Mars
Reading, Science
Plants in Space STEM
Math, Science
Grades 9-12

**ACT Academy**
- Math

**ACT Academy**
- Science

**ACT Academy**
- Reading

**Parent Academy**
Select an activity (or 2) to join in the fun!

- **Interland Online Safety**
  - Interactive Game

- **Make a Snack!**
  - Cooking*
    - *Adjust serving size

#lightupsummerlearning

Fill out this form after you've completed an activity and tag us on social media!